Gala 1994-95 Concert Season

November 11
Celebration Grand Choral/Orchestral Concert
Symphony No. 3 "Song of Destiny" by Goveski
World Premiere of Five Canticles for Chorus and
Orchestra by Frank Becker
Friday, 8:00pm, First United Methodist Church

December 9 & 10
Mayerthauer Center in Bellevue
December 18
First Free Methodist Church in Seattle
G.F. Handel's Messiah
Friday and Saturday concert 8:00pm
Sunday concert 3:00pm

January 21
3 Piano Concerts a la Hollywood
"Elvira Madigan" Concerto by Mozart
"Warsaw Concerto" by Addinsell
"Concerto in A Minor" by Schumann
Saturday, 8:00pm, Showroom Performing Arts Center

February 3 & 5
Music of the Baroque Courts II
featuring Bach's "Triple Concerto," and works by
Telemann & Vivaldi
Friday, 8:00pm, Eastlake Performing Arts
Sunday, 3:00pm, McKay Chapel, Lakeside School

March 19
Bach's Birthday Celebration
The magnificent Mass in b minor
Sunday, 3:00pm, First Free Methodist Church

April 14 • Good Friday
World Premiere "Passion of St. Matthew" by
Seattle composer Huntley Beyer
and Passion setting by Henrich Schutz
Friday, 8:00pm, First Free Methodist Church

May 19 & 20
Scores to the Great Cartoons
Rossini and Mozart Overtures
Selections from Wagner and Ponchielli
Lots of Music and Lots of Fun!
Friday, 8:00pm, Eastlake Performing Arts
Saturday, 8:00pm, Showroom Performing Arts Center

Kawai Pianos
graciously supplied by
Western Pianos
since 1890

Official piano of
Orchestra Seattle
Seattle Chamber Singers

four locations to serve you

148th & Main
Kelsey Creek Center
Bellevue
844-0155

911 North 145th Street
Seattle
553-2975

601 South 3rd Street
Renton
220-9816

South 20th & Steele
Rainier Plaza
Tacoma
474-3188
Orchestra Seattle and Seattle Chamber Singers

This autumn, Orchestra Seattle and the Seattle Chamber Singers began their next twenty-five years. Led by founder and music director George Shangrow, OS/SCS is a 100 member semi-professional orchestra and chorus. The membership includes professional musicians, music teachers, composers, and highly skilled amateurs. Since its founding in 1969, OS/SCS has been at the center of Seattle musical life and has provided artistically challenging and rewarding opportunities for both Northwest audiences and artists. OS/SCS is distinguished by its reputation as one of Seattle's most accomplished interpreters of the music of Handel and Bach and for championing the works of Northwest composers. The group has performed or premiered major orchestral works by Northwest composers during every concert season. During the Holiday Season OS/SCS presented three performances of Handel's Messiah. A Music from the Baroque Courts concert will be held February 3, 1995 at the Eastlake Performing Arts, and again on February 5, 1995 at the McKay Chapel at Lakeside School. There is a birthday concert planned in honor of the Baroque master J.S. Bach which will feature the B Minor Mass. In April, OS/SCS will present two Passion settings – one by Heinrich Schütz and the other a world premiere performance by Seattle composer Huntley Beyer. The season will come to a fun and innovative close with the Cartoon Classics Concert on May 19th and 20th featuring the music from the great Saturday morning pastime.

George Shangrow

George Shangrow, Conductor, is Music Director of Orchestra Seattle and the Seattle Chamber Singers, a position he has held since 1969 when he founded the organization. His repertoire includes music of all eras with special emphasis on the Baroque and 20th Century literature. He has been featured guest conductor with the Sapporo (Japan) Symphony, Seattle Symphony, Oregon Symphony, Northwest Chamber Orchestra, and other ensembles. He has conducted the world premieres of six operas in addition to the classical opera repertoire, primarily of Mozart. He was Music Director and Conductor of Pacific Chamber Opera from 1976 to 1978. As a professor, Mr. Shangrow has taught at Seattle University and Seattle Community College and is a frequent lecturer throughout the Northwest. With his ensembles he has toured Europe several times and has performed throughout the United States as a chamber musician. As a keyboardist he is a sought after accompanist and has appeared in recital with many Northwest artists. He has performed extensively abroad with the Cohen-Shangrow Duo. Mr. Shangrow has recorded with Voyager Records, Edel Records, and Lyman Digital Recording. Northwest music lovers also know George as a broadcast host on Classic KINS-FM.

Wish List

Orchestra Seattle and Seattle Chamber Singers needs office equipment donations to help reduce costs. Turn your unwanted office items into a tax deduction! Please call our office at (206) 662-5208 if you are interested in contributing any of the following items:
- Laser printer
- IBM (or compatible) system
- File cabinets

Orchestra Seattle
Seattle Chamber Singers
Board of Directors

Alan S. Middleton, President
Margaret Wright, Vice-President
Robert J. Roche, Secretary
Sharon Agnew
Douglas Durackoff
Dr. Richard Lyman
Ray W. Peacock

Orchestra Seattle
Seattle Chamber Singers

George Shangrow, Music Director

Dan Petersen, Managing Director
Sandra Ruth, Office Manager
Suzanne Aiken, Administrative Assistant
Jane Blackwell, Box Office
Andrew Denlich, Librarian
Nancy Piccio, Publications

1305 Fourth Avenue, Suite 402
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 662-5208

Special Thanks to:
Dr. Richard Lyman,
Lyman Digital Recording &
Kristine Newlin, Harp/Reichard Tuner

3 Piano Concerti A la Hollywood

January 21, 1995 • Shorecrest Performing Arts Center

Concert No. 21 in C Major k.467 • Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
From the movie Elvira Madigan, 1967
I. Allegro maestoso
II. Andante
III. Allegro vivace assai

Robert A. Vienneau • soloist

Piano Concerto in A minor, Opus 54 • Robert Schumann
From the movie Song of Love, 1947
I. Allegro affettuoso
II. Intermezzo: Andantino grazioso
III. Allegro vivace

Peter Mack • soloist

INTERMISSION

Warsaw Concerto • Richard Stewart Adinolfi
From the movie Dangerous Moonlight, 1941

Judith Cohen • soloist

Symphony No. 5 in C Minor, Opus 67 • Ludwig van Beethoven
I. Allegro con Brio
II. Andante con Moto
III. Allegro
IV. Allegro - presto

This concert made possible thanks to grants from the Washington State Arts Commission, the King County Arts Commission, and the Corporate Council for the Arts.
Special thanks to our corporate sponsors Western Piano, Davis Wright Tremaine, The Boeing Company, Seafirst Bank, and Classic KINS-FM 98.1
Orchestra Seattle and Seattle Chamber Singers

This autumn, Orchestra Seattle and the Seattle Chamber Singers began their next twenty-five years. Led by founder and music director George Shangrow, OS/SCS is a 102 member semi-professional orchestra and chorus. The membership includes professional musicians, music teachers, composers, and highly skilled amateurs. Since its founding in 1969, OS/SCS has been at the center of Seattle musical life and has provided artistically challenging and rewarding opportunities for both Northwest audiences and artists. OS/SCS is distinguished by its reputation as one of Seattle’s most accomplished interpreters of the music of Handel and Bach and for championing the works of Northwest composers. The group has performed or premiered major orchestral works by Northwest composers during every concert season. During the Holiday Season OS/SCS presented three performances of Handel’s Messiah. A Music from the Baroque Courts concert will be held February 3, 1995 at the Eastlake Performing Arts, and again on February 5, 1995 at the McKay Chapel at Lakeside School. There is a birthday concert planned in honor of the Baroque master J.S. Bach which will feature the b Minor Mass. In April, OS/SCS will present two Passion settings — one by Heinrich Schütz and the other a world premiere performance by Seattle composer Huntley Beyer. The season will come to a fun and innovative close with the Cartoon Classics Concert on May 19th and 20th featuring the music from the great Saturday morning pastime.

George Shangrow

George Shangrow, Conductor, is Music Director of Orchestra Seattle and the Seattle Chamber Singers, a position he has held since 1969 when he founded the organizations. His repertoire includes music of all eras with special emphasis on the Baroque and 20th Century literature. He has been featured guest conductor with the Sapporo (Japan) Symphony, Seattle Symphony, Oregon Symphony, Northwest Chamber Orchestra, and other ensembles. He has conducted the world premieres of six operas in addition to the classical opera repertoire, primarily of Mozart. He was Music Director and Conductor of Pacific Chamber Opera from 1976 to 1978. As a professor, Mr. Shangrow has taught at Seattle University and Seattle Community College and is a frequent lecturer throughout the Northwest. With his ensembles he has toured Europe several times and has performed throughout the United States as a chamber musician. As a keyboardist he is a sought after accompanist and has appeared in recital with many Northwest artists. He has performed extensively abroad with the Cohen-Shangrow Duo. Mr. Shangrow has recorded with Voyager Records, Edel Records, and Lyman Digital Recording. Northwest music lovers also know George as a broadcast host on Classic KINGS-FM.

Wish List

Orchestra Seattle and Seattle Chamber Singers needs office equipment donations to help reduce costs. Turn your unwanted office items into a tax deduction! Please call our office at (206) 682-5208 if you are interested in contributing any of the following items:

- Laser printer
- IBM (or compatible) system
- File cabinets
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3 Piano Concerti a la Hollywood

January 21, 1995 • Shorecrest Performing Arts Center

Concert No. 21 in C Major k.467 • Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
From the movie Elvira Madigan, 1967
I. Allegro maestoso
II. Andante
III. Allegro vivace assai

Robert A. Vienneau • soloist

Piano Concerto in A minor, Opus 54 • Robert Schumann
From the movie Song of Love, 1947
I. Allegro affettuoso
II. Intermezzo: Andantino grazioso
III. Allegro vivace

Peter Mack • soloist

INTERMISSION

Warsaw Concerto • Richard Stewart Adinsell
From the movie Dangerous Moonlight, 1941

Judith Cohen • soloist

Symphony No. 5 in C Minor, Opus 67 • Ludwig van Beethoven
I. Allegro con Brio
II. Andante con Moto
III. Allegro
IV. Allegro - presto

This concert made possible thanks to grants from the Washington State Arts Commission, the King County Arts Commission, and the Corporate Council for the Arts.

Special thanks to our corporate sponsors Western Pianos, Davis Wright Tremaine, The Boeing Company, Seattle Bank, and Classic KINGS-FM 98.1
Performance Notes

Concerto No. 21 in C Major k.467
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Composed and first performed in Vienna in March 1785, Concerto No. 21 in C Major k.467 belongs to the series of seventeen piano concertos in which Mozart soon reached consummate mastery. Of all the long succession of Mozart's great Viennese piano concertos, from k.456 to k.595, only the last one was written in his lifetime; the remainder, including k.467, survived in autograph form and were published posthumously. In order to protect himself from the usual theft of his compositions, when Mozart first performed this most magnificent and difficult of all his hitherto known concertos, he played from a piano part that presented a curious appearance: it contained nothing but a figured bass over which only the principal ideas were written out; the figures, passages, and so on were on only briefly sketched. He was able to do this because he could depend upon his memory, as well as his feelings.

Concerto No. 21 in C Major is a symphonic work of immense breadth and grandeur. Its Andante is unique and profoundly disturbing—a cantilena of miraculous beauty against an accompaniment of pulsating triplet quavers and a harmonic background of dark, glowing chromaticism rich with restlessness and mysterious hidden undertones of leashed passion. The liquid texture only makes the constant vacillation between major and minor more immediate. Seldom has Mozart presented a more complex emotional pattern: yet the music seldom rises above piano level, and the strong, conflicting currents are hidden far under the gently ebbing and flowing surface. This piece is exemplary of the symphonic, or purely musical, character of Mozart's late concertos: the soloist, while still a soloist, is not allowed one bar of virtuosity, nor a single note which does not contribute to the general form. Mozart's concertos are no longer mere concertos, but pure music, in which the soloist is but one of the many executants.

Featured in the Bo Widerberg film Elvira Madigan, the tale is based on the true story of a pair of hit-fated Swedish lovers in the 1880's. Finding their efforts to escape their past increasingly futile and unable to live on love alone, the two finally make a suicide pact, seeing death as the only alternative. The film enjoyed a fair amount of popular success, and its critical praise was overwhelming. "Exquisite" was the adjective most commonly used by critics to describe Elvira Madigan. Released in Sweden in 1967, it is now available on videocassette.

by Suzanne M. Allée

Piano Concerto in A minor, Opus 54
Robert Schumann

The first movement of Schumann's only piano concerto was initially a piece written in 1841 called the Fantasiestücke für Piano and Orchestra in A minor. At that time, Schumann described this fantasia as "something between a symphony, a concerto and a large sonata," adding "I realize I cannot write a concerto for a virtuoso, so I must think up something else." After having difficulty in getting the work published, Schumann set it aside. He returned to the piece in 1845 and added the final two movements to create the composition we know today. The first two, and many subsequent performances featured Schumann's wife, Clara Wieck, at the piano. The second performance was conducted by Felix Mendelssohn.

The originality of Schumann's concerto lies, as with all his music, not in structure or formal conception, but in his lyrical romantic imagination. Its unity is not structural, but spiritual. The concerto is held together by a pervasive joyous emotion that courses through the work from beginning to end. And it is perhaps unique among his extended works in sustaining this unity with such sureness of touch throughout its three movements.

Music from the concerto was featured in a 1947 MGM drama portraying the life of Clara Schumann called Song of Love, starring Katherine Hepburn and Paul Henreid.

by Andrew Danilich

Symphony No. 5 in C Minor, Opus 67
Ludwig van Beethoven

Ask any person on the street to hum, or sing, the first notes of Beethoven that come to their mind and they will almost certainly offer the first bar of Symphony No.5. It is without question one of the most arresting openings ever written, immediate in its dramatic impact and memorable in its simplicity. It has become a music symbol we carry in our minds of the composer, and for many, a symbol of classical music. Yet the first performance, on December 29, 1808, does not seem to have made the overwhelming impression on the audience one might have expected. The lengthy program consisted of two symphonies, two movements from the Mass in C major Op.95, the Choral Fantasia Op. 80, and the Fourth Piano Concerto. The latter being the only previously performed work. The music was certainly inadequately rehearsed and the temperature was freezing as the audience endured a marathon performance rout with confusion and improvisation. It is interesting to note that the Fifth Symphony was the first time trombones were used in secular music, although they had been used for years in the performance of religious compositions.

The first sketches of the symphony appear as early as 1804 in the same book that contains much of the initial working out of Eroica. It has been found that work on the Fifth Symphony was interrupted so that the Fourth could be written, but it appears that even after the Fourth had been completed, Beethoven was still unable to devote his energies exclusively to the C minor symphony. Strange though it may seem, work proceeded on the 'Pastoral', in the Sixth Symphony, at the same time; thus the composition of the Fifth Symphony overlaps both its neighbors. As an instance of this, the link between the 'Storm' and the finale of the 'Pastoral' was apparently composed before the link between the last two movements of the Fifth Symphony, serving as a useful try-out for a new procedure.

While opening strains of the Fifth Symphony have been found in all the soundtracks of many movies, few feature the music as prominently as in the 1974 movie Conrack starring Jon Voight and Hume Cronin. Based on the book The Water is Wide by Pat Conroy (Prince of Tides), the story focuses on the attempts of a school teacher to bring common sense education to a backward black school off the coast of South Carolina. In one of his classes, the teacher uses Beethoven's Symphony No. 5 to illustrate lessons about death and racism. The film, directed by Martin Ritt, is currently available on video cassette.

by Sandra Ruth

Music of the
High Baroque Courts

Join George Sharagow and the members of Orchestra Seattle for the music Vivaldi and Telemann plus Bach's Triple Concerto

Friday, February 3, 1995
Eastlake Performing Arts Center in Redmond
8:00 p.m.

Saturday, February 5, 1995
McKay Chapel at the Lakeside School
8:00 p.m.

Tickets are $15, $10 and $5. Call OSCIACS at 206-462-3208 to purchase tickets or contact Ticketmaster.

by Andrew Danilich
Performance Notes

Concerto No. 21 in C Major, k.467
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Composed and first performed in Vienna in March 1785, Concerto No. 21 in C Major, k.467 belongs to the series of seventeen piano concertos in which Mozart soon reached consummate mastery. Of all the long succession of Mozart's great Viennese piano concertos, from k.456 to k.595, only the last one was printed in his lifetime; the remainder, including k.467, survived in autograph form and were published posthumously. In order to protect himself from the usual theft of his compositions, when Mozart first performed this most magnificent and difficult of all his hitherto known concertos, he played from a piano part that presented a curious appearance: it contained nothing but a figured bass over which only the principal ideas were written out; the figures, passages, and so on were only briefly sketched. He was able to do this because he could depend upon his memory, as well as his feelings.

Concerto No. 21 in C Major is a symphonic work of immense breadth and grandeur. Its Andante is unique and profoundly disturbing—a caniflora of miraculous beauty against an accompaniment of pulsating triple quavers and a harmonic background of dark, glowing chromaticism rich with restlessness and mysterious hidden undertones of leashed passion. The liquid texture only makes the constant vasillation between major and minor more immediate. Selten has Mozart presented a more complex emotional pattern: yet the music seldom rises above piano level, and the strong, conflicting currents are hidden far under the gently ebbing and flowing surface. This piece is exemplary of the symphonic, or purely musical, character of Mozart's late concertos: the soloist, while still a soloist, is not allowed one bar of virtuosity, nor a single note which does not contribute to the general form. Mozart's concertos are no longer mere concertos, but pure music, in which the soloist is but one of the many executants.

Featured in the Bo Widerberg film Elvira Madigan, the tale is based on the true story of a pair of ill-fated Swedish lovers in the 1880's. Finding their efforts to escape their past increasingly futile and unable to live on love alone, the two finally commit a suicide pact, seeing death as the only alternative. The film enjoyed a fair amount of popular success, and its critical praise was overwhelming. "Enquête" was the adjective most commonly used by critics to describe Elvira Madigan. Released in Sweden in 1967, it is now available on videocassette.

Piano Concerto in A minor, Opus 54
Robert Schumann

The first movement of Schumann's only piano concerto was initially a piece written in 1841 called the Fantasia for Piano and Orchestra in A minor. At that time, Schumann described this fantasia as "something between a symphony, a concerto and a large sonata," adding "I realize I cannot write a concerto for a virtuoso, so I must think up something else." After having difficulty in getting the work published, Schumann set it aside. He returned to the piece in 1845 and added the final two movements to create the composition we know today. The first two, and many subsequent performances featured Schumann's wife, Clara Wieck, at the piano. The second performance was conducted by Felix Mendelssohn.

The originality of Schumann's concerto lies, as with all his music, not in structure or formal conception, but in his lyrical romantic imagination. Its unity is not structural, but spiritual. The concerto is held together by a pervasive joyous emotion that courses through the work from beginning to end. And it is perhaps unique among his extended works in sustaining this unity with such sureness of touch throughout its three movements.

Music from the concerto was featured in a 1947 MGM drama portraying the life of Clara Schumann called Song of Love, starring Katherine Hepburn and Paul Henreid.

Warsaw Concerto
Richard Stewart Adinsell

Born in London, Richard Stewart Adinsell first studied Law at Oxford before taking up a short course of study at the Royal College of Music followed by musical study abroad, chiefly in Berlin and Vienna. In 1933, he visited the U.S. where he wrote film music for Hollywood.

His writing was almost exclusively for the theatre, radio, and the cinema. During World War II, he wrote film music for several patriotic documentaries such as The Sieve of Tobruk and We Sail at Midnight. Among his better known film scores are Goodbye Mr. Chips (1939), Blithe Spirit (1946), and The Waltz of the Toreadors (1952).

He achieved lasting fame, however, with the Warsaw Concerto, a one-movement piano concerto reminiscent of the style of Rachmaninoff. The concerto was featured as part of the score for a wartime drama, Dangerous Moonlight (1941), in which a concert pianist joins the RAF as a bomber pilot, suffers amnesia as the result of a plane crash, but has his memory restored after he is urged to try and play the piano again.

The reception of the concerto was such that it took on a life of its own apart from the movie and has enjoyed a widespread popularity as a concert hall offering.

by Andrew Danilich

Symphony No. 5 in C Minor, Opus 67
Ludwig von Beethoven

Ask any person on the street to hum, or sing, the first notes of Beethoven that come to their mind and they will almost certainly offer the first bars of Symphony No.5. It is without question one of the most arresting openings ever written, immediate in its dramatic impact and memorable in its simplicity. It has become a music symbol we carry in our minds of the composer, and for many, a symbol of classical music. Yet the first performance, on December 92, 1808, does not seem to have made the overwhelming impression on the audience one might have expected. The lengthy program consisted of two symphonies, two movements from the Mass in C major Op.95, the Choral Fantasia Op. 80, and the Fourth Piano Concerto. The latter being the only previously performed work. The music was certainly inadequately rehearsed and the temperature was freezing as the audience endured a marathon performance rout with confusion and improvisation. It is interesting to note that the Fifth Symphony was the first time trombones were used in secular music, although they had been used for years in the performance of religious compositions.

The first sketches of the symphony appear as early as 1804 in the same book that contains much of the initial working out of Erlkonig. It has been found that work on the Fifth Symphony was interrupted so that the Fourth could be written, but it appears that even after the Fourth had been completed, Beethoven was still unable to devote his energies exclusively to the C minor symphony. Strange though it may seem, work proceeded on the 'Pastoral', in the Sixth Symphony, at the same time; thus the composition of the Fifth Symphony overlaps both its neighbors. As an instance of this, the link between the 'Storm' and the finale of the 'Pastoral' was apparently composed before the link between the last two movements of the Fifth Symphony, serving as a useful try-out for a new procedure.

While opening strains of the Fifth Symphony have been found in the soundtracks of many movies, few feature the music as prominently as in the 1974 movie Conrack starring Jon Voight and Hume Cronyn. Based on the book The Water is Wide by Pat Conroy (Prince of Tides), the story focuses on the attempts of a school teacher to bring common sense education to a backward black school off the coast of South Carolina. In one of his classes, the teacher uses Beethoven's Symphony No. 5 to illustrate lessons about death and racism. The film, directed by Martin Prit, is currently available on video cassette.

by Sandra Ruth

Music of the High Baroque Courts

Join George Sharagrow and the members of Orchestra Seattle for the music Vivaldi and Telemann plus Bach's Triple Concerto

Friday, February 3, 1995
Evolake Performing Arts Center in Redmond
8:00 p.m.

Saturday, February 5, 1995
McKay Chapel at the Lakeside School
8:00 p.m.

OCS Tickets are $15, $10 and $5. Call OCS at 425-689-5208 to purchase tickets or contact Ticketmaster.
Soloists

Robert A. Vienneau
A native of Montreal, Canada, Robert Vienneau began piano lessons at the age of three with Yvonne Buchner. He later studied with Iving Heller at the Quebec Conservatory of Music and with Timothy Gaylard at W & L, graduating from that University in 1987.

After graduating from W & L Law school in 1990, Vienneau broke from music and practiced law with the firm of Linsteadt and Fleishman in San Diego, California. He then worked for a season on an Alaskan fishing vessel before returning to the concert stage, with recent performances at the Merkin Hall in New York City, St. Mark’s Cathedral in Seattle, and the Lenfest Center for the Performing Arts.

Vienneau appears regularly on live radio broadcasts and with Orchestra Seattle, the Bellevue Symphony and the Lakemont Chamber Players.

Peter Mack
Peter Mack was born in Dublin, Ireland on July 4th, 1961. His early training was with Miss Mae Somerville and Professor Frank Heneghan at the Dublin College of Music, where he was a double gold medalist. He graduated with a B.A.(Mod.) from Trinity College, Dublin in 1984. In the following year he received the degree of Master of Music from the University of Cincinnati, where he was a pupil of the renowned Hungarian pianist Béla Ski, with whom he subsequently studied at the University of Washington.

Peter Mack has proven successful in many national and international competitions. He won a Steinway grand piano at the Sherman-Clay competition in Los Angeles and has also taken first prizes at the Pacific, Young Keyboard Artists and most recently the New Orleans international piano competitions. He has performed extensively throughout the United States and Europe, as well as in Africa, Australia, and the former Soviet Union.

In January of 1994 he gave the first performance of Ballynure a set of variations for piano and orchestra written especially for him by American composer Robert Kochley. This work was commissioned as part of the 25th year anniversary celebrations by Orchestra Seattle conducted by George Shangrow. He last appeared in Ireland in October 1994 with the Radio Telefis Eireann Concert Orchestra under the direction of Priaunis O’Dun in a performance of the Schumann Concerto which was broadcast live on Irish national radio.

In 1990 Peter Mack emigrated to the United States of America as an "alien of exceptional merit and ability in the performing arts", receiving what is colloquially known as the "Mick Jagger visa" after its most famous recipient! Peter Mack is currently on the faculty of Cornish College of the Arts.

Judith Cohen
Judith Cohen earned her Master of Music degree with Randolph Hokanson at the University of Washington. She was First Prize Winner in the 1984 Pacific International Piano Competition and made her international debut with a recital in Mexico under the sponsorship of the Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes. Critic Robert Sonereloff of The Mexico City News hailed her as "an artist of unusual talent who captivated the audience with both her musicianship and stage presence."

Cohen released her first commercial recording, an all-Prokofiev album, in 1988 on the Byzantium label. Melinda Bargreen of The Seattle Times praised the recording, calling Ms. Cohen "a performer of impressive credentials: technically sound, expressive, able to create a wide variety of sonorities."

Since 1989, Judith Cohen has served as Artistic Director of the Governor's Chamber Music Festival in Olympia. Her other performances since 1988 have included engagements in Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, Texas, Montana, Oregon, and Washington.

Orchestra Seattle

George Shangrow, music director
Orchestra Seattle operates on a basis of rotating seating, musicians are listed alphabetically.

Violin
Dean Drechsler
Susan Dunn
Kristin Fletcher
Nahama Glynn
Sue Hening
Deborah Kirkland, concertmaster
Elizabeth Kim
Fritz Klein
Pam Kummer
Eileen Luk
Pamela Macleod
Avron Maletsky
Gregor Mitsche
Leif-Ivar Pedersen, principal second
Stephanie Ryder
Druska Salisbury-Milan
Sondra Schink
Janet Showalter

Viola
Saundra Humphrey
Alice Leight
Katherine McWilliams, principal
Timothy Prior
Robert Shangrow

Cello
Evelyn Albrecht
Nancy Blakemore
Julie Reed, principal
Valerie Ross
Erika Wilson
Matthew Wyatt

Bass
David Couch
Kerry Fowler
Allan Goldman, principal
Josephine Hansen

Piccolo
Kirsten James-McNamara

Flute
Kate Alverson, principal
Libby Gray
Kirsten James-McNamara

English Horn
M. Shannon Hill

Oboe
Tim Garrett
M. Shannon Hill, principal

Bassoon
Chris Harshman
Judy Lawrence, principal

French Horn
Don Creese
Jennifer Crowder
Laurie Heddle, principal
Bill Hunwick

Trumpet
Matthew Dalton, principal
Gordon Ultermann

Trombone
David Brewer
Moc Escobedo, principal
David Holmes

Timpani
Dariel Oie
Soloists

Robert A. Vienneau
A native of Montreal, Canada, Robert Vienneau began piano lessons at the age of three with Yvonne Buchner. He later studied with Iving Heller at the Quebec Conservatory of Music and with Timothy Gaylard at W & L, graduating from that University in 1987.

After graduating from W & L Law school in 1990, Vienneau broke from music and practiced law with the firm of Lindquist and Fileman in San Diego, California. He then worked for a season on an Alaskan fishing vessel before returning to the concert stage, with recent performances at the Merkin Hall in New York City, St. Marks' Cathedral in Seattle, and the Lenfest Center for the Performing Arts.

Vienneau appears regularly on live radio broadcasts and with Orchestra Seattle, the Bellevue Symphony and the Lakemont Chamber Players.

Peter Mack
Peter Mack was born in Dublin, Ireland on July 4th, 1961. His early training was with Miss Sue Somervell and Professor Frank Heneghan at the Dublin College of Music, where he was a double gold medalist. He graduated with a B.A.(Mod.) from Trinity College, Dublin in 1984. In the following year he received the degree of Master of Music from the University of Cincinnati, where he was a pupil of the renowned Hungarian pianist Béla Ski, with whom he subsequently studied at the University of Washington.

Peter Mack has proven successful in many national and international competitions. He won a Steinway grand piano at the Sherman-Clay competition in Los Angeles and has also taken first prizes at the Pacific, Young Keyboard Artists and most recently the New Orleans International piano competitions. He has performed extensively throughout the United States and Europe, as well as in Africa, Australia, and the former Soviet Union.

In January of 1994 he gave the first performance of Ballynure a set of variations for piano and orchestra written especially for him by American composer Robert Kochley. This work was commissioned as part of the 25th year anniversary celebrations by Orchestra Seattle conducted by George Shangrow. He has appeared in Germany, Belgium and the United States in performances of the Schumann Concerto which was broadcast live on Irish national radio.

In 1990 Peter Mack emigrated to the United States of America as an "alien of exceptional merit and ability in the performing arts", receiving what is colloquially known as the "Mick Jagger visa" after its most famous recipient! Peter Mack is currently on the faculty of Cornish College of the Arts.

Judith Cohen
Judith Cohen earned her Master of Music degree with Randolph Hokanson at the University of Washington. She was First Prize Winner in the 1984 Pacific International Piano Competition and made her international debut with a recital in Mexico under the sponsorship of the Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes. Critics Robert Somerlot of The Mexico City News hailed her as "an artist of unusual talent who captivated the audience with both her musicianship and stage presence."

Cohen released her first commercial recording, an all-Prokofiev album, in 1988 on the Byzantium label. Melinda Bargreen of The Seattle Times praised the recording, calling Ms. Cohen "a performer of impressive credentials: technically sound, expressive, able to create a wide variety of sonorities."

Since 1989, Judith Cohen has served as Artistic Director of the Governor's Chamber Music Festival in Olympia. Her other performances since 1988 have included engagements in Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, Texas, Montana, Oregon, and Washington.

Orchestra Seattle

George Shangrow, music director
Orchestra Seattle operates on a basis of rotating seating, musicians are listed alphabetically.

Violin
Dean Dreischer
Susan Dunn
Kristin Fletcher
Nahama Glynn
Sue Hening
Deborah Hillard, concertmaster
Elizabeth Kim
Fritz Klein
Pam Kummer
Eileen Lusk
Pamala Macheledt
Avon Maletsky
Gregor Nitsche
Leif-Ivar Pedersen, principal second
Stephanie Ryder
Druska Salisbury-Milam
Sondra Schink
Janet Showalter

Violin
Saundra Humphrey
Alice Leight
Katharine McWilliams, principal
Timothy Prior
Robert Shangrow

Cello
Evelyn Albrecht
Nancy Blakemore
Julie Reed, principal
Valerie Ross
Erika Wilson
Matthew Wyatt

Bass
David Couch
Kerry Fowler
Alton Goldman, principal
Josephine Hansen

Piccolo
Kirsten James-McNamara

Flute
Kate Alversion, principal
Libby Gray
Kirsten James-McNamara

English Horn
M. Shannon Hill

Oboe
Tim Garrett
M. Shannon Hill, principal

Bassoon
Chris Harshman
Judy Lawrence, principal

French Horn
Don Crete
Jennifer Crowder
Laurie Hadd, principal
Bill Hunnicutt

Trumpet
Matthew Dalton, principal
Gordon Ullmann

Trombone
David Brewer
Moc Escobedo, principal
David Holmes

Timpani
Darin Oie

Simply Elegant

Dena Lee-Cumming
Custom Calligraphy
1129 34th Avenue
Seattle, WA 98122
(206) 329-8538
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for supporting music and the arts in the Pacific Northwest
St. Valentine's Day Chamber Music Marathon

Orchestra Seattle and Seattle Chamber Singers present our Ninth Annual Music Marathon

at Borders Books and Music in Downtown Seattle! February 11-13th, 1995

Join members of Orchestra Seattle and the Seattle Chamber Singers for an entire weekend of music.

Browse around the store, enjoy a cup of espresso, and listen to the music.

Please make your pledge to support OS/SCS during this annual fundraising event.

For more information, please contact the Orchestra Seattle and Seattle Chamber Singers office at (206) 682-5238.
St. Valentine’s Day Chamber Music Marathon
Orchestra Seattle and Seattle Chamber Singers present our Ninth Annual Music Marathon
at Borders Books and Music in Downtown Seattle! February 11-13th, 1995
Join members of Orchestra Seattle and the Seattle Chamber Singers for an entire weekend of music.
Browse around the store, enjoy a cup of espresso, and listen to the music.
Please make your pledge to support OS/SCS during this annual fundraising event.
For more information, please contact the Orchestra Seattle and Seattle Chamber Singers office at (206) 682-5238.

MAESTRO (Over $5,000)
Anonymous
John Addison
The Boeing Company
Corporate Council for the Arts
Safeco
Washington State Arts Commission
Western Pierce

COMPOSER ($2,000 to $4,999)
Flora Howell Blewett
SAFECO Insurance Companies

CONDUCTOR ($1,000 to $1,999)
Sharon Attenk
King County Arts Commission
Dave, Wright, Tremaine
Alice Middleton
Renee Parker
Ted Parker
Scott & Nancy Pless
Dan Peterson
Dave Ponke
Paul H. Rabe
Paula A. Riemer

Seattle Arts Commission
George Shangrue
Alan Shorrocke
Margaret Wright

SUSTAINER ($500 to $999)
Anbass
Rosemary Berrum
Carol Blake & Charlie Lutz
David & Jada Brewer
Rosemary Brewer
Kathy Chapman & Kent Ord
DeWayne Christiansen
Alex & Norma Cugns
Douglas & Dawn Ostrander
Dean Drescher
James Ebert
William H. Hunsicker
Joan Jordan
Richard Lynn
Ray & Janet Prace
Nancy Robinson
Paul & Lorrie Scott

BENEFACOR ($250 to $499)
Jane Blackwell
Mara Chubak
Christina & Peter Fairweather
Martin Fairweather
Susan Herring
M. Shannon Hill
Mr. & Mrs. L.J. Johnstone
Alan Jones
Gerald & Betty Kibbey
The McEachern Family
Code Maker
Aaron Matheny
Deborah Middin
Tom Neubert
Gretchen & Bruce Parker
Everett Pugh
Hugh &Susan Reichenbach
Robert J. Rucie
Sandra Schiek
Seattle NW Securities
Victoria Thomas

PATRON ($100 to $249)
Lila Adams
William Adams
Evelyn Albrecht
Kate Albro
Benjamin & Hills Ania
Mary Banks
Paul & Kay Berg
Curt Berg
Cleid Bergman
Kimbrough Brehmer
Melanie Rhyn
Walter Blumke & Mary Sommerville
Patrick Bresnahan
Rebecca Brown
Leonard Byler
Mr. & Mrs. Clarignold
Patrik Clark
Clayton Cook
Dr. Michael K. & Lucy Coppage
Jennifer Crowder
Dan & Norma Dahn
Janet Dill
Susan Dunn
Gary Flash
Ray Frank
Stuart Grover
Brad & Kristin Harris
John Hernekot
Susan Hunsicker
Mark Kawasaki
Elizabeth Kim
Jeff Kiskinis
James Krenske
Pam Krenn
Emen & Robert Lisk
Jim Macdon
Stu Mason & Charles James
Ann McGoldrick
Shae Mann
Rosemary Nagel
Dr. & Mrs. Fumi Ohuchi
Robert Platt
Robert Pope
Forbes & Fiona Powell
Christi Rasum
Stephanie Real
Ann Robinson
David Savage & Louie Medill
Lynne Schiffrin
Robert Schryver
Curtis & Wendy Schindler
Bedros & Robert Schreiber
A. Sennador
Nancy Shetler
Riggie Shitano
Pamela Shigehara
Howard Slack
Nodie Sloane
John & Diane Slocom
Barbara Stevens
Jeff & Mildred Thomas
Jim & Claire Un耵
Denis Water
John With
George Wollman
Virginia Woper
Leroy & Robert Wulsten
Bernice & Earl Wheatley
Ineke White
Edwin Winke
Diane Wilk

SPONSOR ($50 to $299)
Fern & Alma Altman
Kathryn Bergeman
Luna Birn
Marc & Cheryl Blackburn
Jacqueline Blair
Jared Blomsterhof
F. Bruce Dannen
Elizabeth Dennis
Ann Dimar
Jill Edwards
Elizabeth Eli
E.G. Faulks & Jenny Peterson
David Fevel
Margaret Goode
Catherine Haggard
Helen Hammond
Guy Hartman
H. Donald Hopkins
Jane Hobberg
Gayle Henry
Peter Henry
William Hoke
Joyce & Marc Jennings
Erinna Jervis
Lisa Johnson
F. Christian Killian
John Kirkland
Olga & Fred Klein
Alice Lohman
F. A. McElrath
Alexandra Miller
Bette Miller
David Monroe
John Morgan
Rex Mulhaupt
Christine Morris
Fremont Nicholas
Gary Dutes
David Orsens
Ken & Lois Pioch
Robert Phippe
Carolyn Rausch
Richard & Joan Reed
R.G. Satterthwait
Carl & Helen Schipskert
P.W. Schulz
Sharon Schulz
William & Karen Shefler
Jane Subzyja
Ronn Thomas
Pat Thistle
Pamela Tuite
Unicums, Inc
Tihka Van De Meulen
Deveres Vees
Ann Vinneche
William & Anne Webb
Lorraine Woltz
Wes Uhlman & Annet
Maggie Williams
John Wilson
Matthew Wyant
Richard Wyckoff
FRIEND ($25 to $49)
Mary Ahern & David Wright
Karen Anderson
Linda & Rod Arends
Pam & Liz Baldwin
William Babcock
Ruth Baldwin & Jim Renwick
Bryan Bolner
Lowell Brown
Clare Choplin
Melanie Chou
Judith Crum
Mildred Culp
Nancy Cushen
P. Darvill & S. Miller
Pat & Bob Davenport
William & Mary Davis
Kyla DeFonse
Beatrice Dog
Jennifer Dow
David Ferguson
Myron Frisken
Jacqueline Ford
David Gillies
Brian Gilpin
Allen Goldstein
Katherine Harmon
Douglas Hamann
Kenny Herrmann
Lisa Hoge
William Jackman, Jr.
Joe & Laurel Johnson
Lyndie Klein
Laurel Kiel
William Kneager
Barbara Knob
Diane Link-Jones
Carl Levine
Margaret Liefushman
Steve & Fara Majumder
Steve Melby
Georgio Menzini
Margaret Marshall
James Mathew
Pat McGarvey
Jennifer McVittie
Dave Moore
Nancy Moses
Philip Mortensen
William & Carol Morton
Gregor Nitschke
Lisa North
Mary Perez
Deborah Parson
Donald Perri
Stephen & Sarah Perry
Shawn & Dan Peterson
Stephen Postell & Anne Kaz
Sharon & Carol Kiefer
James Rimmick
Patricia Rimmer & Michael Grub
Phil Roesl
Phillie Rowe
John Schacht
James Shugihara
Jen Showalter
Falke Shubik
Carmel & Randolph Tappin
Maryan Tappin & Don Guett
Tod Tarbert
Frank Trudell & Naij Majumder
Linda Willeto
Doww Walker
Stuart Williams
Dan Wright
Barbara Wyant
Y-Marketing & Research
Gina Zafra

The following companies have provided matching gifts:
The Boeing Company
Egglethwaite Software
IBM
Microsoft
SAFECO Insurance Companies
Swift
US West
Westinghouse

Seattle Chamber Singers welcomes your tax-deductible donation.
Your support is crucial to us and much appreciated. Contributions may be sent to:
Orchestra Seattle/Seattle Chamber Singers
1305 Fourth Avenue, Suite 402 — Seattle, WA 98101 — (206) 682-5238

St. Valentine’s Day Chamber Music Marathon
Orchestra Seattle and Seattle Chamber Singers present our Ninth Annual Music Marathon
at Borders Books and Music in Downtown Seattle! February 11-13th, 1995
Join members of Orchestra Seattle and the Seattle Chamber Singers for an entire weekend of music.
Browse around the store, enjoy a cup of espresso, and listen to the music.
Please make your pledge to support OS/SCS during this annual fundraising event.
For more information, please contact the Orchestra Seattle and Seattle Chamber Singers office at (206) 682-5238.
Gala 1994-95 Concert Season

November 11
Celebration Grand Choral/Organist Concert
Symphony No. 3 "Song of Destiny" by Gounod
World Premiere of Five Canticles for Chorus and
Orchestra by Frank Becker
Friday, 8:00pm, First United Methodist Church

December 9 & 10
Meyerlander Center in Bellevue
December 18
First Free Methodist Church in Seattle
G.F. Handel's Messiah
Friday and Saturday concert 8:00pm
Sunday concert 3:00pm

January 21
3 Piano Concerti a la Hollywood
"Elvira Madigan" Concerto by Mozart
"Warsaw Concerto" by Addinsell
"Concerto in A Minor" by Schumann
Saturday, 8:00pm, Shorecrest Performing Arts Center

February 3 & 5
Music of the Baroque Courts II
featuring Bach's "Triple Concerto," and works by
Telemann & Vivaldi
Friday, 8:00pm, Eastlake Performing Arts
Sunday, 3:00pm, McKay Chapel, Lakeside School

March 19
Bach's Birthday Celebration
The magnificent Mass in b minor
Sunday, 3:00pm, First Free Methodist Church

April 14 • Good Friday
World Premiere "Passion of St. Matthew" by
Seattle composer Huntley Beyer
and Passion setting by Henrich Schutz
Friday, 8:00pm, First Free Methodist Church

May 19 & 20
Scores to the Great Cartoons
Rossini and Mozart Overtures
Selections from Wagner and Ponchielli
Lots of Music and Lots of Fun!
Friday, 8:00pm, Eastlake Performing Arts
Saturday, 8:00pm, Shorecrest Performing Arts

Kawai Pianos
graciously supplied by
Western Pianos
since 1890

four locations to serve you
148th & Main
Kelsey Creek Center
Bellevue
844-0155

911 North 145th Street
Seattle
363-2675

601 South 3rd Street
Renton
220-9616

South 20th & Steele
Rainier Plaza
Tacoma
474-3188